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5. COMPREHENSIVE DISCUSSION 

5.1 Standardization of Extraction of Genomic DNA  

 Fish scales and fin are reliable sources of gDNA and have been used earlier to isolate 

gDNA from some fish species (Shiozawa et al. 1992; Taggart et al. 1992; Whitemore et al. 

1992; Zhang et al. 1994; Nielsen et al. 1997, 1999; Adcock et al. 2000). Since 1990s 

however, those isolation techniques were not standardized quantitatively and were either 

elaborate or costly (Nelson et al. 1998; Yue and Orban 2001). Isolation of gDNAs from 

minute quantities of fish scale and fin is less likely to cause mortality of the fish and being the 

non-destructive method that can be employed to threatened category fish species for 

subsequent DNA-based studies. In our case the two fish species viz., Badis badis and 

Amblyceps mangois are both under threatened category according to the report published by 

NBFGR, India.  Therefore, it would be unethical to kill the study fishes for genetic diversity 

study. So it is probable to standardize the extraction of genomic DNA as well as RAPD PCR 

amplification from very small quantity of tissue samples from easily available fishes and also 

importantly the model fishes should be very close phylogenetically. In my case the scale and 

fin tissues were used and the model fishes taken for standardization were Labeo bata and 

Heteropneustes fossilis. The gDNAs isolated from different quantities of fin clips of both live 

and frozen Heteropneustes fossilis were more degraded than that from gDNAs isolated from 

scales or fins of Labeo bata. This could result due to the soft nature of the tissue itself, which 

is also evident in Labeo fin gDNAs (Figure 12B). However, it is clear from the gDNA gel 

(Figure 12C) that the yields of gDNAs were much higher from the live samples than that 

from the frozen samples of Heteropneustes, and these fin-gDNAs could also support several 

rounds RAPDPCR analyses. Moreover, the gDNA yields in frozen samples of both Labeo 

bata and Heteropneustes fossilis were relatively lower in comparison to that from the live 

ones (Table 10). Wasko et al. (2003) used 0.075 mg/ml Proteinase K in 10 h incubation 

period for tissue digestion. In the present study, 0.3 mg/ml final concentration of Proteinase 

K was used in tissue digestion at 52ºC for 1 h for each preparation. While Wasko et al. (2003) 

suggested that gDNA should be free of RNA contamination for efficient PCR amplification 

our data showed that successful RAPD amplifications could be carried out in the presence of 

contaminating RNA in gDNA preparations, thus suffice to state that RNA could not hamper 

our RAPD amplifications and distinct scorable bands were found in each replicate.  

 All gDNA preparations were treated with RNase A to accurately quantify gDNA 

yields. Spectrophotometric data showed that the quantity of gDNA isolated from 5 scales was 
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8.40 µg and from 1 mg fin clip was 4.65 µg in live Labeo bata. The quantity of gDNA 

isolated from 1 mg fin clip was 14.60 µg in live Heteropneustes fossilis (Table 10). We have 

found that even a single piece of scale or less than 1 mg of fin clip were sufficient to produce 

sufficient amount of gDNA (data not shown). The quantities and quality of gDNAs isolated 

from live scales and fins were better than that from frozen scales and fins as evident from 

spectrophotometric analyses and RAPD-PCR (Table 10; Figure 13). In this study the 

quantities of isolated gDNAs were higher as compared to the studies undertaken by Yue and 

Orban (2001) and Kumar et al. (2007). The high molecular weight gDNAs were compared 

with the 23.13 kb band of Lambda/Hind III digest size markers. The isolated gDNAs were 

dissolved in Type I Milli-Q water which contained no PCR inhibitors. The 

spectrophotometric data provided the purity factor (A260/A280) that ranged from 1.75 to 

2.18 indicating low protein contamination (Table 1). The RAPD-PCR analyses showed that 

gDNAs isolated from minute tissue samples were able to produce banding patterns 

comparable to that from templates isolated from larger tissue samples (Figure 13). The 

number and quality of RAPD bands from the frozen samples were less and this indicated that 

gDNAs isolated from live samples will be more informative than that from frozen or 

preserved tissue samples in DNA-based studies. Moreover, no positive control has been used 

in RAPD-PCR analysis because no such proper control can be included in RAPD-PCR as the 

banding pattern differs depending on the gDNAs used. In summary, the yield of gDNA was 

substantially high from the live than that from the frozen fish tissue samples. The gDNA 

samples isolated by this method from fresh fish scale and fin tissue of live individuals of two 

species (Labeo bata and Heteropneustes fossilis) were successfully used in RAPD-PCR using 

two random primers (OPA02 and OPA07) and the results indicated that the quality and 

quantities of the gDNAs were quite satisfactory to support several rounds of RAPD-PCR 

amplification. The banding pattern in live and frozen specimen showed a marked difference, 

which might be due to fragmentation of the genome in frozen condition and the primers could 

not found a continuous long region with considerable length to amplify. Although there are 

reports of non-destructive methods of gDNA isolation from fishes our study not only 

compared the yields of gDNAs from live and frozen/preserved tissue samples but also 

determined the lowest amount of tissue samples required for DNA isolation. Our procedure 

described here thus offers an inexpensive and reliable method to isolate sufficiently good 

quantity and quality of gDNAs from minute quantities of fish scale and fin tissues that can 

serve as templates for RAPD-based Polymerase Chain Reaction and other gDNA based 
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studies. This study has a great implication in case of small fish species which are rare or 

endangered, where killing or sacrificing of the concerned species will not be acceptable. 

 

5.2 Genetic Architecture of Badis badis and Amblyceps mangois 

 Several PCR-based molecular methods of genotype analysis have been developed for 

the genetic analysis of fish (Liu and Cordes, 2004). Sequence analysis of specific 

mitochondrial or ribosomal DNA fragments, microsatellite marker and multiplex PCR of 

strain conserved DNA fragments is efficient for fish strain identification (Gharrett et al., 

2001; Noell et al., 2001; Wasko et al., 2001; Sekino et al., 2005). Compared with the 

microsatellite marker and DNA sequence methods, RAPD-based DNA fingerprinting is 

quicker and cheaper in spite of lower efficiency. In addition, the experimental requirements 

are lower (Cordes et al., 2001). However, RAPD provides low reproducibility (Liu et al., 

2004), and its power for the detection of polymorphism is not very high (Cubeta et al., 1993; 

Cespedes et al., 1998). ISSR has the advantage over RAPD for its high reproducibility, as 

well as its great power for the detection of polymorphism. A large number of bands can be 

produced rapidly with a limited number of primers. Clearly, ISSR is one of the powerful 

approaches for the assessment of genetic variation among populations, especially for species 

in which no molecular genetic information was previously available. In addition, variable 

ISSR patterns have potentials as dominant markers for studying genetic diversity of many 

fishes (Tong et al., 2005).  

 I have studied total seventeen different populations of Badis badis and fourteen 

different populations of Amblyceps mangois from major river system and its tributaries viz., 

Mahananda-Balasan river system, Teesta river system, Jaldhaka river system from the sub-

Himalayan Terai and Dooars region of North Bengal, West Bengal, India. This region is the 

situated just at the foothills of the North Eastern Himalaya range and the major rivers flowing 

through this region makes the region very fertile. Moreover the region has a good climatic 

and geographic status for tea plantation. And the region lies beside the river bed and 

catchment area is very well developed and productive for different crop plantation like rice, 

wheat, jute and other vegetables. Moreover the rivers are the habitat for different fishes, so 

fish catching and selling in the fish market become one the most valuable business for rural 

inhabitants for daily earning. The snow covered mountain peaks, the dense foothill enveloped 

with the luxuriant forests, snow fed rivers, lush green paddy fields, vibrant green tea gardens 

adjacent to the hills makes the Terai and Dooars of North Bengal a hotbed of bio-diversity or 
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a biodiversity hotspot. The unique climatic and ecological conditions make North Bengal a 

unique habitat for a large number of mega fauna and flora.  

RAPD and ISSR techniques can be utilized as efficient molecular tools to differentiate 

spatially and/or genetically isolated populations and have been widely used to characterize 

and estimate the available gene pool/genetic architecture of locally adapted populations 

within a species that may have arisen either through genetic selection under different 

environmental conditions, some anthropogenic pressure or as a result of genetic drift (Fuchs 

et al. 1998). To our knowledge, the present study is the first endeavour to explore and 

compare the present status of the genetic background of this fish fauna in the major river 

streams of the Terai and Dooars region of this sub-Himalayan hotspot. A total of twenty 

decamer RAPD primers and fifteen ISSR primers were used to characterize total seventeen 

different populations of Badis badis species for the study. And a total of twenty decamer 

RAPD primers and twelve ISSR primers were used to characterize total fourteen different 

populations of Amblyceps mangois species for the study. The total analysis was based on the 

reproducibility of banding patterns. RAPD and ISSR technique-based estimations of genetic 

diversity may be suitable for assessing the impact of different stresses upon a population as 

well as wide range of ecosystems. Since homozygotes cannot be distinguished from 

heterozygotes by the RAPD and ISSR techniques, the absence of amplification of a band in 

two genotypes does not necessarily represent genetic similarity between them. Since other 

popular sophisticated markers are not available in this fish species, I have used both RAPD 

and ISSR techniques separately and jointly for the estimation of genetic diversity of Badis 

badis species to increase the robustness of the study protocol. Different diversity indices like 

total number of polymorphic loci, percentage of polymorphic loci, Nei‘s genetic diversity, 

Shannon‘s information index, and measure of evenness are used to study the genetic 

architecture of two studied fishes.  

After compiling all the data and comparing with some other related studies it was 

found that the genetic diversity of the studied fishes were reasonably positioned within the 

range of low to moderate. Different level of anthropogenic pressures and several natural 

processes lead to the decline of the genetic diversity of the studied ichthyofauna the three 

river system of the sub-Himalayan Terai and Dooars region. Although, the Teesta river 

system populations showed the comparatively greater level of genetic diversity than the two 

river system populations viz., Mahananda-Balasan river system and Jaldhaka river system. 

But the individual population of the Jaldhaka river system showed greater level of diversity 
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than other river system populations but the Teesta river system showed overall higher level of 

genetic diversity after considering all the populations together. This is happened due to 

joining of different tributaries to the Teesta river which causes the overall genetic diversity of 

the Teesta river system population to increase. This situation occurred in the both the studied 

fishes.  

 The Nei‘s genetic distance and the principle component analyses are used to observe 

the genetic relationship between different populations of Badis badis and Amblyceps mangois 

from three major river streams of Terai and Dooars region. In both the studied fishes it was 

found that the three river populations form three distinct groups but the some populations 

from Mahananda river system showed close relationship with that of the Teesta river system.  

This is happen due to the connection of Mahananda river system with that of Teesta river 

system via a narrow channel. This channel extends from Mahananda Barrage (TR1) to the 

Teesta Barrage (DR3) (Figure 6) and leads to the admixture of Mahananda population with 

that of Teesta river population. Therefore, a substantial genetic exchange is suspected to have 

occurred between Mahananda and Teesta river system population. Moreover, excessive rain 

during monsoon season, large catchment area, low carrying capacity of the rivers and snow 

melt water, all leads to frequent flood in the rivers. This flood also leads to mixing of river 

water with nearby tributaries and genetic exchange occurred. This ultimately led to the close 

association of the Mahananda and Teesta river system which is reflected by the UPGMA 

based dendrogram and principal component analyses. Whereas, the Jaldhaka river system is 

free from any connection other two river systems so the Jaldhaka river system forms a 

separate group and the populations showed very close association with each other (Figure 14 

and 23).  

Buzas and Hayek (1996) reported that the Shannon‘s index of diversity can be 

decomposed into two metric components namely richness (E) and evenness (S) i.e., (H´= 

lnE+ lnS) but sometimes it become difficult to ascribe whether the diversity component is 

influenced by greater/lower richness or greater/lower evenness values or both. However, this 

decomposition also allows investigator to describe the change in the diversity pattern though 

different subpopulations in a spatial and temporal scale. In my study we have found that the 

three components i.e., the pattern of diversity (H´), richness (S) and evenness (E) have varied 

across all seventeen populations of Badis badis and fourteen populations of Amblyceps 

mangois  in a substantial manner as the river flows from higher to lower altitude (Figure 14 

and Figure 23) which are most obvious in naturally subdivided populations of hill streams. 
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Therefore, the SHE analysis can deduce the change or break in the diversity pattern of the 

populations along a distinct spatial gradient (Buzas and Hayek, 1998). Hayek and Buzas 

(1997) pointed out that often the diversity (H´) changes because of the differences between 

richness (S) and evenness (E) do not compensate each other (i.e., H´1 ≠ H´2 , S1 ≠ S2, E1 ≠ E2 , 

where 1 and 2 in suffix are any two population) and such SHE plot is log normal one. SHE 

analysis appears to be a useful approach for defining the diversity pattern. My data revealed 

that as the river streams converged from higher to lower altitude, five scenarios have been 

observed 1) diversity has decreased but evenness increased; 2) diversity and evenness both 

increased; 3) diversity and evenness both decreased; 4) diversity increased and evenness 

decreased; 5) diversity and evenness remain same. These scenarios have been observed in 

both the studied fishes. Several anthropogenic, climatic and geographic factors are 

responsible for this observed change and alternation of the diversity pattern in the studies fish 

populations. 

Most of the rivers have high gradient and huge amount of water at the upper reaches 

so they are utilized for the production of hydroelectricity. Few hydroelectric projects are 

installed in the hilly parts of the rivers. Therefore, creation of hydroelectric dam causes the 

disturbances in the flow pattern of the rivers. High deforestation for tea plantation and terrace 

cultivation in the hills and adjacent area of this region leads to soil degradation, erosion and 

landslides. In the plains the rivers falls significantly and the rivers suddenly widens. This 

causes flow pattern disturbances. So to counterbalance this condition the rivers adjust 

themselves by changing their processes and flow pattern from erosional to depositional state 

to meet with the new hydrological requirements induced by the change of the gradients as 

rivers flow from high to lower altitude. Therefore, the river shifted to a new channel and 

abandoning the old one, this is the most common phenomena in the river of this region. 

Sometimes careless diversion of water from the rivers for irrigation in the agricultural fields 

and for other domestic or household purposes results the rivers unable to carry silts and 

debris. Removal of boulders from the embankment weakens the structures which make the 

rivers incapable to carry huge amount of water during rainy season lead to floods in the 

nearby catchments. Moreover the rivers of the Terai region heavily exploited for sand and 

pebbles excavation for concrete building purposes; and nearby city, urban, domestic and 

factory sewage runoffs are responsible for most of the river pollution. Additionally, this 

region, mostly the Dooars reion, has a suitable climatic and geographic position for tea 

plantation. So, huge amount pesticides are used for the production of good quantity of tea; 

which results in a significant amount of pesticide run-off to the nearby rivers during the 
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monsoon season. Scarcity of suitable habitats compelled the lowland and tribal peoples to 

settle their permanent houses on the river bed or sides of the banks. Peoples with no 

knowledge about the nature of this region‘s rivers also settle their residents and overexploit 

the river resources which ultimately affect the river geography and aquatic life. All of these 

factors can culminate in to the observed decline and change in diversity pattern and richness 

in Badis badis and Amblyceps mangois populations across the river stream along the 

altitudinal gradient.  

Genetic variation is non-randomly distributed among different populations, species 

and higher taxa (Hamrick et al., 1979). This spatial and temporal distribution of alleles and 

genotypes; and its variation is often referred to as the genetic architecture of a population 

(Loveless and Hamrick, 1984). In general, inbreeding species commonly have lower levels of 

genetic diversity and differentiation between populations than out-crossing species (Hamrick 

and Godt, 1996). In other words, different F-coefficients explain the correlation of genes 

within individuals over all populations (FIT), the correlation of genes of within individuals 

within populations (FIS), and the correlation of genes of different individuals in the same 

population (FST). For a given species this can be interpreted as the overall inbreeding (FIT), 

the inbreeding within taxa (FIS) and the coefficient of co-ancestry (FST), which provides an 

estimate of inter-specific genetic differentiation (Wright, 1977). Since inbreeding increases 

the frequency of homozygotes, as a consequence, it decreases the frequency of heterozygotes,  

therefore population substructure results in a reduction of heterozygosity. Fixation index or 

FST is a measure of genetic divergence among subpopulations that ranges from 0 (when all 

subpopulations have equal allele frequencies) to 1 (when all the subpopulations are fixed for 

different alleles) (Allendorf et al., 2013). Although a residual level of genetic admixture was 

happened through narrow channels between different riverine populations because of the 

construction of canals for irrigation purpose and submergence of the different channels 

during monsoon season. A direct verification of population differentiation was revealed by 

the AMOVA (Analyses of Molecular Variance), which detect significant differentiation of 

populations in each hierarchical order among the populations. Estimation of gene flow (Nm) 

is one of the most important analyses to study the population genetic structure of any 

population because it determines to which extent each local population of a species acts as an 

independent evolutionary unit (Slatkin, 1993). So, if gene flow among allopatric populations 

is intense, they evolve together, while, if it is small, each population evolves in a virtually 

independent manner. Therefore, the population genetic parameter Nm, provides the measures 

of migrants per generation, also provides an indication of the differentiation among 
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populations. According to Wright (1978), genetic differentiation ranged from moderate (0.5 

to 0.15) to high (0.15 to 0.25). Structured populations usually show a dynamic equilibrium 

between factors which favor differentiation (mutation, drift, and directional or disruptive 

natural selection, differing in each area) and homogenizing factors (migration, purifying 

natural selection, and balanced or differential natural selection, uniform in each area) (Solé-

Cava, 2001).  

One of the easiest approaches to define the Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU) is to 

ascertain the hierarchical gene diversity analysis and it is based on that species is situated at a 

spatially genetic hierarchical structure. Therefore, genetic diversity can be partitioned into 

within population and among population components and determine where biologically 

significant breaks occur into the genetic diversity. At the lowest level of hierarchy inbreeding 

individuals are genetically more similar. As move through the hierarchy the genetic 

differences among more geographically separated populations are greater (Meffe and Carroll, 

1997). 

In our present study a significant levels of genetic divergence and population 

differentiation occurred in the Badis badis and Amblyceps mangois populations of 

Mahananda, Teesta and Jaldhaka river system; and therefore populations are highly 

structured. This high level of differentiation is attributed to different types of anthropogenic 

and natural pressures which resulted in break or fluctuation in the diversity pattern as evident 

by the SHE analyses. That is, a population having local breeding units in each stream have 

high genetic divergence from similar breeding units in other streams, and need to be managed 

as evolutionary significant units (ESU) for conservation purpose. Therefore, in Mahananda 

river system there is a need to manage the whole river system as evident from the hierarchical 

analyses to conserve the Badis badis and Amblyceps mangois population; and in Teesta and 

Jaldhaka river system it is necessary to manage the first and second order streams to conserve 

the gene pool of Badis badis and Amblyceps mangois of the whole river system.   

Application of mitochondrial data in conservation of endangered species has been 

widely practiced in various organism groups at the national and international level for a long 

time. Mitchondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been widely adopted for population genetic studies 

and it being almost exclusively maternally inherited has some advantages over the nuclear 

DNA (Billington, 2003). Mitochondrial DNA is highly variable in natural populations 

because of its elevated mutation rate and loss of recombination which can generate some 

information about population history over short time frames. Being involved in basic 

metabolic functions (cellular respiration), mitochondrial genes have been considered as less 
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likely than other genes to be involved in adaptive processes (Galtier et al. 2009). One 

consequence of maternal transmission and neutral in nature is that the effective population 

size for mtDNA is smaller than that of nuclear DNA, so that mtDNA variation is a more 

sensitive indicator of population phenomena (Avise 1994). Mitochondrial genes like the 

cytochrome b, cytochrome oxidase, 12S and 16S rRNA genes and dehydrogenase genes may 

be examined in a number of species (Carr and Marshall 1991, Sah et al. 2011). Among the 

most frequently used mitochondrial genes for detecting genetic data, the one coding for 

cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) can be easily amplified using polymerase chain reaction 

methods using conserved primers (Folmer et al. 1994). Hebert et al., 2003 argued that a COI-

based identification system could be developed for all animal taxa and can be used to 

estimate different biodiversity indices viz., species richness, Simpson‘s index and Shannon‘s 

index. Thus, the estimation of biodiversity indices can be utilized to develop the molecular 

operational taxonomic units (MOTU) (Blaxter et al., 2005). Moreover, COI gene sequence 

has been analyzed to investigate the phylogenetic relationship and variation patterns of 

different geographically isolated populations. My study revealed that the mtCOI diversity is 

low and dwindling in both the species i.e., Badis badis and Amblyceps mangois in the studied 

river system evidenced in.RAPD and ISSR analyses. Comparing with the other 

geographically isolated population it was found that there is a close association or genetic 

relationship of Badis badis with that of Ganga and Yamuna river of Uttarakhand, India and 

Amblyceps mangois with that of the rivers in Bangladesh. This close genetic relationship 

occurred due to substantial amount of gene flow that may occurred through natural or 

anthropogenic introduction of fish stocks from this region to the others or vice-versa. Sudden 

population contraction in case of Badis badis and sudden expansion of Amblyceps mangois 

population was attributed to several natural and anthopogenic factors. Moreover the loss of 

diversity and break in the diversity pattern as the river flows from higher to lower altitude 

may affect the population dynamics of the fishes as evident from the RAPD and ISSR 

analyses. Therefore, our recent data substantially harmonize the mitochondrial COI gene 

sequence analyses. 




